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Leo Kanner first assigned a name to the developmental disability autism in 1943 in a 

paper entitled “Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact” in the journal Nervous Child. 

Kanner, a psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins, began describing these children as having an “inability 

to relate themselves in the ordinary way to people and situations from the beginning of life,” and 

experiencing “from the start an extreme autistic aloneness.”  Over the next decades, images of 1

autism would continue to grow, rippling through the fields of psychiatry and psychology, and 

approaching the media. Kanner and others debated whether it was a form of psychosis, 

schizophrenia, or, as some researchers like Bruno Bettelheim at the University of Chicago 

proclaimed in the 1950s and 60s, environmentally caused by mothers' failure to nurture. 

Bettelheim, not a psychiatrist, did not restrain himself from being published in newspapers as a 

“self-proclaimed expert on autism,” as Jennifer C. Sarrett notes in her 2011 article “Trapped 

Children: Popular Images of Children with Autism in the 1960s and 2000s.”  Relations must be 2

made between Kanner's clinical publications, scholarly reactions and reviews to and of 

Bettelheim's 1967 book The Empty Fortress: Infantile Autism and the Birth of the Self,  and the 

portrayals of autism in the media outside the realm of published, scholarly works.  

Kanner's research, compiled in Childhood Psychosis: Initial Studies and New Insights  in 

1973, span from 1943 to the 1970s. Selected sections emphasized the 1940s, 50s, and 60s. In the 

1940s, Kanner operated from the medical model for all neurological differences, typical for the 
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time period, whether for autism, now known as a developmental disability, or mental illness. The 

medical model typically applies to physical diseases and illnesses with the idea that the deficit 

must be cured or fixed, and many fields related to psychiatry use the medical model for mental 

illness, psychiatric disability, intellectual disability, and developmental disability. Kanner 

considered autism possibly a form of childhood psychosis related to any of the types of 

schizophrenia, but manifesting from birth. Therefore, Kanner's writings reflected the belief that 

the children he described as autistic seemed unable to express emotion and have awareness of 

other people, and having extreme deficits in those areas.  

Bruno Bettelheim wrote his book, The Empty Fortress,  much later than Kanner's initial 

work, in 1967. The Empty Fortress  chronicled Bettelheim's experience with study groups of 

autistic children; despite Bettelheim not being a psychiatrist, book reviews reflect an acceptance 

of his views and report positively on the book. James N. Sussex wrote in a 1967 issue of 

Pediatrics  that “if there are any criticisms of the book, they would have to be brief and 

superficial as compared to the many favorable comments that could be made.”  The favorable 3

comments by Sussex included that “while... it will... find itself on the required reading lists of all 

disciplines working with autistic children, it will provide a worthwhile reading experience for 

any professional person working with children.”  A 1968 review of by E. James Anthony in 4

Child Welfare  pointed out that while “the reader may get to know the author better than his 

subject,” the book “will travel far and wide and provide the stimulus needed for further 

development in this overworked and currently somewhat stagnant field.”  A 1969 review in 5
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Journal of Analytical Psychology  writes that “those working in this field must be overwhelming 

grateful to Bettelheim for this massive study.... this book is valuable not only as a study of 

autism but also as a contribution to the early stages in the mother-infant relationship.”  In the 6

1960s it can then be presumed that autism still remained largely unexplored among those outside 

direct interactions with the studies of autistic children indeed within those studies. Bettelheim 

had no qualms in marketing himself as an autism expert and even went so far as to publish 

himself in the Chicago Tribune  in 1967.  

Kanner and Bettelheim appeared to hold little respect for each other directly; Kanner 

writes that  

it is one thing... and still another to have established concrete facts... The futility of 
such speculation is illustrated by... The Empty Fortress  (Bettelheim, 1967). Its 
intrepid dust jacket promised... it “sheds new light on the nature, origin and treatment 
of infantile autism, but the author of the book... felt called upon to employ such 
qualifications as “maybe,” “perhaps,” “probably,” “possibly,” as if,” “as it were,” 
“seemed to,” “suggests,” 146 times in 48 pages of the report of the first case.  7

Despite these disagreements, both authors portrayed what they deemed infantile autism  as a 

brokenness. Sarrett notes that “since the condition of autism was first named... it has closely been 

connected to interventions and cures meant to rescue or release the person autism has obscured.”  8

Bettelheim himself believed that autism had an external cause, the mother's failure to respond 

properly to her infant's needs, thus could be cured and treated through therapeutic manners.  9

Representations by Kanner and Bettelheim focused on deficit-based models that sought to 
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treat and fix these children. They contributed to a modern portrayal of autistic people as broken, 

particularly Bettelheim, who advocated more widely to the press and to the community.. His 

1967 article in the Chicago Tribune  heavily emphasize the “notions of fragmentation” of the 

autistic person.  Sarrett writes that the article came with “a full page image of the darkened and 10

broken child discussed throughout the article. The image is so constructed with darkness and 

cracks... communicating that autism is so overpowering... that he is almost unrecognizable as a 

person.”  These representations resonate with people, as tragic images imprint on people's 11

minds. The theory of autistic brokenness spread outwards to the lay public through this article. 

Popular media portrayals back then still echo today. The image of the broken child 

popularized by Bettelheim reflects itself in Sarrett's later description of a 2007 article in the 

Chicago Tribune  featuring an autistic person and a shattered mirror. Even though the search for 

causation has moved largely away from Bettelheim's mother-blaming theories into genetics, it 

still results in a concept of genetic brokenness;  in modern times, “the notion that autism 

fragments a family has replaced the notion that autism results from a broken family.”  Many 12

parents and people in the lay public thus consider autistic people broken, not through fault of the 

family, but the fault of autism,  an appendage  they believe must be removed to make their child 

whole again. Sarrett records that seeing a popular article about autism not focused on the broken 

aspects or damaging  aspects requiring fixing and treatment and intervention is rare. Film actress 

Jenny McCarthy's organization Generation Rescue  reflects this. Sarrett points out that the 

popular icon of autism, the puzzle piece, represents this insistence that autism is mysterious and 

tragic. 
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In reality, autism exists as a wide and diverse spectrum, more like a color wheel than 

levels of severity; no one autistic person is the same and no one autistic person can be labeled 

severe  or mild.  Advocates for autism rights recognize this, those considered traditionally less 

functioning by society's standards and those deemed more successful. The stigma against autism, 

however, represented as rendering a child  broken and incomplete, often impedes the fight to be 

recognized as whole human beings. Kanner's work but especially Bettelheim's contributed 

heavily to the line of thought arguing autistics are broken. Just as the media and clinical fields 

considered ideas about autism trapping children in shells  and breaking them  accurate and 

normal, so do the lay public and the media now, albeit with a strong resistance to the medical 

model by actually autistic people.  

 


